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a b s t r a c t
Recently Lexicographic Breadth First Search (LBFS) has received considerable attention and
has often been employed in amulti-sweep fashion. One variant of LBFS called LBFS+ breaks
ties by choosing the last vertex of the tied set in a previous LBFS. This has motivated the
study of vertices that may appear last in an LBFS (called end-vertices). In this paper, we
present various theoretical and algorithmic results concerning end-vertices.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Lexicographic Breadth First Search (LBFS) was introduced in the 1970s by Rose, Tarjan and Lueker [14] in their seminal
paper on the recognition of chordal graphs (graphs with no induced cycle of size greater than 3). Although little work was
done on LBFS for the following two decades, it has recently received a great deal of attention. (See [2] for a survey of these
results.) Applications of LBFS include the recognition of various graph families, getting a good, fast estimate of the diameter
of particular restricted families of graphs and finding dominating pairs in Asteroidal Triple-free graphs (see below for
definitions). One of the common features of various applications of LBFS is the special properties of vertices that are visited
last by some LBFS. Such a vertex is called an end-vertex. In this paper, we will examine various theoretical and algorithmic
issues involving end-vertices. Before presenting a sampling of such known results, we introduce some definitions.
1.1. Definitions and notation
All graphs will be assumed to be undirected and finite. For a graph G(V , E), we use n to denote |V | and m to denote |E|.
Kn, Cn and Pn denote the Clique, Cycle and Path respectively on n vertices. A House, Hole and Domino are respectively: a C4
sharing an edge with a K3; an induced Ck, k > 4; a pair of C4s sharing an edge. A graph is HH-free if it contains no House or
Hole; it is HHD-free if it also contains no Domino.
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Vertex v is universal to a set S of vertices if v is adjacent to all vertices in S if v 6∈ S; otherwise v is adjacent to all vertices
in S \ v. Set M ⊂ V is a module of G if, for all v ∈ V \ M , v is adjacent to all vertices of M or to none of them. A nontrivial
module is one of size greater than one. A vertex is called simplicial if its neighbourhood is a clique of the graph (i.e. the vertex
is not the midpoint of a P3). An ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of V is a perfect elimination ordering (PEO) if for all i, 1 < i ≤ n, vi is
simplicial in the graph induced on v1, . . . , vi. A vertex is called semisimplicial if it is not the midpoint of an induced P4. We
say that path P misses vertex v (or v misses P) if P ∩ N(v) = ∅ (i.e., no vertex of P is adjacent to v). Similarly, we say a path
P is hit or intercepted by some vertex v if P ∩ N(v) 6= ∅. For vertices u, v in G, we let D(u, v) denote the set of vertices that
hit all u, v-paths. A path P is a dominating path if no vertex of G is missed by P . A pair of vertices x, y is a dominating pair if
every path between x and y is a dominating path (i.e. D(u, v) = VG). Two vertices x, y are unrelated with respect to vertex v
if there are paths P between x and v and Q between y and v such that P misses y and Q misses x. An independent triple of
vertices x, y, z is an Asteroidal Triple (AT), if between every pair of vertices, there is a path that misses the third. A vertex v
is admissible if there are no unrelated vertices with respect to v. An ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of V is an admissible elimination
ordering (AEO) if for all i, 1 < i ≤ n, vi is admissible in the graph induced on v1, . . . , vi.
An interval graph is the intersection graph of intervals of a line. Lekkerkerker and Boland showed that a graph is an
interval graph if and only if it is both chordal and AT-free [12]. If all intervals are of the same length, then G is a unit interval
graph (equivalently known as proper interval graphs, where no interval is allowed to properly contain another interval).
Cographs are the graphs formed by the closure of the disjoint union and complementation operations on individual vertices.
There are many equivalent characterizations of cographs including being the graphs that contain no induced P4. A graph
is a permutation graph if it is the intersection graph of lines whose endpoints are on two parallel lines. Finally, a graph is a
cocomparability graph if there is a transitive orientation of the edges of the complement. It is well known that AT-free graphs
strictly contain cocomparability graphs which strictly contain permutation graphs which strictly contain cographs.
1.2. Known results on end-vertices
Rose, Tarjan and Lueker [14] showed that LBFS produces an easy, linear time recognition algorithm for chordal graphs.
In particular, they showed:
Theorem 1.1 ([14]). Let G be an arbitrary graph with LBFS σ . G is chordal if and only if σ is a PEO of G.
As an immediate corollary they have:
Corollary 1.2 ([14]). The end-vertex of an LBFS of a chordal graph is simplicial.
LBFS has also been used for simple linear time recognition algorithms for other families of graphs in the ‘‘chordal family’’,
such as interval and unit interval graphs (see [2] for an overview of these results). Since chordal graphs and AT-free graphs
have very different structure, it is somewhat surprising that LBFS plays an important role with AT-free graphs. In particular,
Corneil, Olariu and Stewart [7] showed:
Theorem 1.3 ([7]). Let G be an AT-free graph with LBFS σ . Then σ is an AEO of G.
Unfortunately the converse of this theorem does not hold; it is known, however, that a graph is AT-free if and only if all
LBFSs are AEOs [4]. Of course, this does not lead to an efficient recognition algorithm for AT-free graphs. As an immediate
corollary to Theorem 1.3, we have a companion result to Corollary 1.2.
Corollary 1.4 ([7]). The end-vertex of an LBFS of an AT-free graph is admissible.
Although the eccentricity of an end-vertexmay be arbitrarily far from the graph’s diameter [3], for various restricted families
of graphs there is a tight bound. In particular for end-vertex v : ecc(v) = diam(G) if G is interval [9]; ecc(v) ≥ diam(G)− 1
if G is HHD-free [8], chordal [9] or AT-free [3]; and ecc(v) ≥ diam(G)−2 if G is HH-free [8]. Thus for these restricted families
of graphs, there is an easy, linear time algorithm that closely approximates the diameter of the graph.
Finally LBFS is used as follows to find a dominating pair in a connected AT-free graph G as shown in [7]. Do an LBFS of G
and call its end-vertex x. Now do another LBFS starting at x. Let y be the end-vertex of this second sweep. Return {x, y} as a
dominating pair of G.
1.3. Overview of the paper
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we present an implementation of LBFS and discuss LBFS+, a variant of LBFS
where ties are broken by using a previous ordering of V (often determined by an LBFS) to find vertex x in S, the set of tied
vertices. Depending on the class of graphs being studied, xmay be an end-vertex of S, or may be simplicial in S, or may be
admissible in S. Section 2 also lists various previously known theoretical results concerning LBFS. In Section 3, we present
new theoretical properties of end-vertices. This is followed by new algorithmic results in Section 4, including the result
that given a graph G and vertex v it is NP-complete to determine whether v is an end-vertex of G. The paper finishes with
concluding remarks, including open problems.
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Fig. 1. Example of a graph together with the corresponding LBFS numbering. The nontrivial slices of this LBFS are [2, . . . , 10], [3, 4], [7, 8, 9, 10], [9, 10].
In contrast to this, the M-slices of the slice [2, . . . , 10] in this LBFS include for example [2, . . . , 6], [2, 4, 5, 6], [7, 8], [2, . . . , 8], [2, . . . , 6, 9, 10]. Thus
[2, . . . , 8] is an M-Γ6,7 , whereas Γ6,7 is [2, . . . , 10].
2. Background
2.1. LBFS and LBFS+
As the name implies, LBFS is a variant of Breadth First Search (BFS). In LBFS, ties are broken by giving priority to vertices
that are adjacent to previously visited vertices (the earlier a vertex is visited, the greater the priority given to its unvisited
neighbours). The following labelling algorithm captures this paradigm. In the algorithm, we allow the sweep to start at an
arbitrary vertex; if the algorithm is to start from a specific vertex x, then insert label(x)← |V | between Steps 1 and 2. Note
that Step 3 allows the choice of any vertex that has the lexicographically largest label. Later we will present a modification
that explicitly chooses the next vertex. We warn the reader that our LBFS ordering of the vertices of the graph may seem
‘‘backwards’’ compared to the ordering produced by other LBFS descriptions. See Fig. 1 for a graph together with its LBFS
numbering.
Algorithm 1: LBFS
Input : Graph G(V , E).
Output: An ordering σ of the vertices of G.
for each vertex y in V do label(y)← Λ;1
for i← |V | downto 1 do2
pick an unvisited vertex ywith lexicographically the largest label;3
σ(|V | + 1− i)← y; {visit y by placing it in position |V | + 1− i of σ };4
for each unvisited vertex z in N(y) do append i to label(z);5
In an LBFS σ with two arbitrary vertices u and v, if vertex u is visited before v, i.e. u<σ vwe say that u occurs before v in σ
or that u is visited before v or that u is to the left of v. As mentioned above, this generic LBFS algorithm allows arbitrary choice
of a vertex in Step 3. We call the set of tied vertices encountered in Step 3 a slice and denote it by S. Note that all vertices of a
slicewith respect to LBFS σ appear consecutively in σ . Given two vertices u and v of an LBFS σ such that u<σ v,Γ σu,v denotes
the vertex-minimal slice with respect to σ that contains both u and v. Although the definition of a slice S reveals the set of
vertices eligible to be chosen in Step 3, it does not adequately capture the structure of the graph induced on the vertices of
S. For example, suppose S consists of four connected components A, B, C,D visited by σ in this order. The sequence of slices
is A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D(=S), B ∪ C ∪ D, C ∪ D,D. In particular, none of A, B, C is a slice, although the restriction of σ to each of
these sets is an LBFS of each of the induced subgraphs. This leads to the notion of an M-slice, (module of a slice). For a given
LBFS σ , anM-slice of slice S is S itself or any nontrivial module of S. For the example above, the set of M-slices of S includes
the union of all vertex sets corresponding to the non-empty subsets of {A, B, C,D}. (Note that a similar example is a slice S
consisting of a set T of universal vertices with A, B, C,D being the connected components of S \ T .) The restriction of σ to
any M-slice S ′ is independent of the orderings of the vertices in other M-slices that do not intersect S ′. For u<σ v, we refer
to any M-slice of Γ σu,v that contains u and v as an M-Γ
σ
u,v slice. For any subsetW of V , σW denotes the restriction of σ toW .
See Fig. 1 for a graph with its LBFS numbering and the corresponding slices and M-slices.
To implement the generic LBFS algorithm, we use the implementation presented in [10], namely one that follows the
paradigm of ‘‘partition refinement’’. In this scheme, we start with all vertices in the same cell (i.e., the universal slice) and
choose an arbitrary vertex (for reasons that will come clear later, wewill choose the first vertex in the cell). When a vertex is
chosen, i.e., is chosen as the pivot, it is placed in its own cell and invokes a refinement of all cells that follow it in the ordering.
In particular, vertices of cell C that are adjacent to the pivot form a new cell that precedes the cell containing the vertices
of C not adjacent to the pivot. After this refinement is complete, a new pivot is chosen from the cell immediately following
the old pivot and the process of refinement continues.






Fig. 2. Theorem 2.2 does not hold for cographs.
As mentioned previously, LBFS+ is a variant of LBFS where ties (i.e. the vertex chosen from slice S in Step 3) are broken
by appealing to a previous ordering of V , often determined by an LBFS. The following algorithm shows that LBFS+ chooses
the last S-vertex in the previous ordering. LBFS+was first studied independently by Ma [13] and Simon [15].
Algorithm 2: LBFS+ (σ )
Input : Graph G(V , E) and an ordering σ of V .
Output: An LBFS ordering σ+ of the vertices of G.
Do an LBFS of G;1
When Step 3 is encountered, let S be the set of vertices with the lexicographically largest label. Now y is chosen to be2
the vertex in S that appears last in σ .
One of the advantages of using the partition refinement implementation of generic LBFS described above, is that we
immediately have an implementation of LBFS+. In particular, we merely reverse the ordering σ of V and run the generic
algorithm again. Every time a slice S is encountered, the last S-vertex in σ is automatically the vertex at the front of the list.
2.2. Previous results
Wenow list various previously known results that are needed later in the paper. Note that in order to serve our purposes,
these results may be stated slightly differently than in the given reference.
Theorem 2.1 ([6]). Let σ be an arbitrary LBFS of a graph G. Let t be the first vertex of the connected component containing u of
T , an M-Γ σu,v . There exists a t, u-path in T all of whose vertices, with the possible exception of u, are missed by v. Moreover, all
vertices other than u on this path occur before u in σ . (Such a path is called a prior path).
Theorem 2.2 ([6]). Let G be a chordal graph and let S be an M-slice of an arbitrary LBFS ordering τ of G. Further let σ be an
arbitrary LBFS ordering of G. The restriction of σ to S is an LBFS ordering of the graph induced by the vertices of S.
Note that this result does not apply to other families of graphs, even cographs. Consider the graph in Fig. 2 and the LBFS
ordering τ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. In this graph S = {2, 3, 4} is an M-slice but if we let σ be any LBFS starting at vertex 5, then σ
orders S as either 2, 4, 3 or 4, 2, 3, neither of which is an LBFS of G[S]. As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2 we have:
Corollary 2.3 ([6]). Let G be a chordal graph and let S be an M-slice of an arbitrary LBFS ordering τ of G. Further let σ be an
arbitrary LBFS ordering of G. Then the last vertex of σS is an end-vertex of G[S].
Theorem 2.4 ([6]). A vertex of an interval graph is an end-vertex if and only if it is both simplicial and admissible.
Theorem 2.5 ([7]). Let G = (V , E) be a connected AT-free graph and suppose that G contains no vertices unrelated with respect
to vertex x of G. Consider the vertex ordering produced by an LBFS σ starting at x. Then, for all vertices u, v in V with u<σ v, we
have u ∈ D(v, x).
3. Theoretical properties of end-vertices
In this sectionwe present various theoretical results regarding end-vertices. Asmentioned in Section 2: every end-vertex
of a chordal graph is simplicial; every end-vertex of an AT-free graph is admissible; a vertex of an interval graph is an end-
vertex if and only if it is both simplicial and admissible.
We now show that being both simplicial and admissible is a sufficient condition for being an end-vertex. A cycle of size
at least 6 illustrates that some graphs have end-vertices that are neither simplicial nor admissible.
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Theorem 3.1. Let G be an arbitrary graph. If x is a simplicial and admissible vertex of G, then there is an LBFS of G ending at x.
Proof. Suppose this is not true and let G be a counter-example with fewest possible nodes. Let x be a simplicial and
admissible vertex of G. Clearly Gmust be connected.
Claim 3.2. For any y 6= x, let σ be an LBFS of G starting at y that places x as far right as possible (with respect to all LBFSs starting
at y). Then for all z such that x<σ z:
(i) xz 6∈ E;
(ii) there exists x, y-path P that misses z;
(iii) every x, z-path is intercepted by y.
Proof of Claim. First we show Γ σx,z = V . If the first vertex of Γ σx,z is not y, then by the minimality assumption on |G| we
know there is an LBFS of Γ σx,z that places x last in Γ
σ
x,z . Now concatenating this LBFS with the subsearch of σ from y to Γ
σ
x,z
contradicts the choice of σ .
Thus Γ σx,z = V . By Theorem 2.1, there is an x, y-path P such that all vertices of P , with the possible exception of x are
missed by z. Now x’s neighbour on P is not adjacent to z and since x is simplicial, xz 6∈ E. Thus (i) and (ii) are true.
If xy ∈ E, (iii) follows immediately. If xy 6∈ E, (iii) follows since x is admissible. 
We now consider a sequence of LBFS (placing x as far right as possible):
σ0 : y0, . . . , x, . . . , y1
σ1 : y1, . . . , x, . . . , y2
...
σk : yk, . . . , x, . . . , yk+1
where yi+1 is the last vertex of σi (we let <i denote <σi ). To prove the theorem we will show that for x not being an end-
vertex this sequencemust be infinite, contradicting the finiteness ofG. In particular wewill show that no yi appears after x in
any σk (k > i). To prove this we assume the contrary, i.e. without loss of generality y1 is after x in σk (k > 1). By Claim 3.2(i)
applied to σ0xy1 6∈ E. For 1 ≤ i < k let Pi denote an x, yi path that misses yi+1 (guaranteed by Claim 3.2(ii) when applied to
σi) and let Pk denote an x, yk-path that misses y1 (guaranteed by Theorem 2.1 applied to σk provided Γ
σk
x,y = V ). To see this
assume to the contrary that T = Γ σkx,y1 6= V . Since x is simplicial and admissible in T , by the minimality assumption there
exists an LBFS τ of T that places x last in T . But the obvious LBFS of G formed by the subsweep of σk from yk to T followed by
τ contradicts the assumption that σk places x as far right as possible.
Claim 3.3. Vertex yi hits Pj for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Proof of Claim. This proof will be by induction on j− i.
If j − i = 1 (i.e. j = i + 1) this follows from Claim 3.2(iii) applied to σi. Suppose the claim is true for 1 ≤ j − i ≤ l − 1,
l ≥ 2 and show it is true for j− i = l.
By the induction hypothesis yi+1 hits Pj, say at vertex w. Consider the x, yi+1-path Q , formed by the x to w subpath of
Pj followed by the edge wyi+1. If yi is not adjacent to some vertex on Pj between x and w, Q is an x, yi+1-path missed by yi,
contradicting Claim 3.2(iii) applied to σi. 
From Claim 3.3 we conclude that y1 hits Pk. But this contradicts Claim 3.2(ii). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Note the following corollaries. The first states that the above theorem provides another proof of Theorem 2.4 in [6].
Corollary 3.4. In an interval graph, a vertex is the last vertex of an LBFS if and only if it is simplicial and admissible.
Proof. Follows immediately from the theorem and Corollaries 1.2 and 1.4. 
If we weaken the conditions such that x is semisimplicial rather than simplicial, then as long as x is admissible and not
universal, x is an end-vertex.
Corollary 3.5. For an arbitrary graph G, if x is semisimplicial and admissible, then, unless x is a universal vertex, there is an LBFS
ending at x.
Proof. To prove this, we follow the previous proof, but first have to modify Claim 3.2. In particular, the statement of the
claim now is:
For any y 6= x and yx 6∈ E, let σ be an LBFS of G starting at y that places x as far right as possible (with respect to all LBFSs
starting at y). Then for all z such that x<σ z:
(i) xz 6∈ E;
(ii) there exists x, y-path P that misses z;





Fig. 3. Examples regarding Theorem 3.1.
(iii) every x, z-path is intercepted by y.
The proof proceeds as before. 
In light of the above theorem, it is interesting to see simple examples that show, even for restricted families of graphs, that
the conditions cannot be weakened. Consider the graphs in Fig. 3.
The first graph is chordal where the only end-vertices are the degree 2 vertices which are simplicial but not admissible.
The degree 4 vertices are all admissible but not simplicial (and of course, not end-vertices). To see that not all simplicial
vertices are end-vertices in a chordal graph, note vertex x in the next graph. C4 is an AT-free graphwhere all vertices are end-
vertices and are admissible but not simplicial. Note that in the last graph (also AT-free), vertices x, y and z are all admissible
but are not end-vertices.
Although being admissible is not enough to guarantee that a vertex is an end-vertex, as the following lemma shows, it is
enough to show that the vertex is either an end-vertex or is adjacent to an end-vertex.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be an arbitrary graph and let x be an admissible vertex. Then x is either an end-vertex or is adjacent to an
end-vertex.
Proof. Assume that the lemma is false and let G be a smallest counter-example (i.e. the lemma is true for all H where
|H| < |G|). In G, assume that x is admissible but is neither an end-vertex nor adjacent to an end-vertex. Now consider a pair
of LBFSs.
σ : x −→ y
τ : y −→ z.
Note that x 6= z since x is not an end-vertex and xy, xz 6∈ E since x is not adjacent to an end-vertex. Since τ is an LBFS, we
also know that yz 6∈ E. First we show that T = Γ τx,z = VG. Suppose not. By the choice of G, the lemma is true for T . If x is an
end-vertex in T , then there is an LBFS τ ′ of T that puts x last. But now, by the obvious merging of τ and τ ′, x is an end-vertex
in G. Similarly, if x is adjacent to an end-vertexw of T , there is an LBFS τ ′ of T that putsw last and again xwould be adjacent
to an end-vertex in G. Thus, since the lemma holds for T , there are vertices a, b ∈ T such that a and b are unrelated in T with
respect to x. But then xwould not be admissible in G. Thus T = VG. By Theorem 2.1 applied to τ , there exists x, y-path P that
misses z.
Now look at sweep σ . Because of P , Γ σz,y = VG. To see this, assume Γ σz,y ( VG and let uv be an edge of P such that u 6∈ Γ σz,y
but v ∈ Γ σz,y. Now uz ∈ E, contradicting the fact that P misses z. By Theorem 2.1, there is a path Q from x to z that misses y.
But now we have shown that y and z are unrelated with respect to x, contradicting the assumption that x is admissible. 
The following theorem is a corollary to Lemma 3.6 and provides an interesting analogue to Corollary 2.3.
Theorem 3.7. Let G be an AT-free graph with S an M-slice with respect to LBFS σ . Then for every LBFS τ of G, x, the last vertex
of τS , is either an end-vertex of S or is adjacent to an end-vertex of S.
Proof. Let H denote the subgraph of G defined on all vertices {y|y≤τ x}. By Corollary 1.4, x is admissible in H and thus is
admissible in S. Now Lemma 3.6 guarantees that x is either an end-vertex of S or is adjacent to an end-vertex of S. 
To see that the above result does not hold for arbitrary graphs consider a path on n − 2 vertices together with a vertex x
universal to the path and a vertex y just adjacent to the endpoints of the path. For any LBFS starting at x the path forms a
slice S. In any LBFS starting at y the last S vertex to be visited is a midpoint of the path and, for n > 4, is of distance b n−32 c
from an end-vertex in S.
In Section 4wewill see a very simple algorithm to determinewhether a given vertex x is an end-vertex of a given interval
graph. This algorithm is based on the following result implicit in [6].
Lemma 3.8. For an interval graph G with X being the set of end-vertices, for every vertex x ∈ X there is another vertex y ∈ X
and an LBFS starting at y that ends at x.
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We can view this result in the following way: let X0 = V and for i > 0 define Xi to be {x|∃y ∈ Xi−1 and LBFS σ that starts at y
and ends at x}. Eventually we must have closure on this sequence, i.e. an integer k such that Xk = Xk−1. For interval graphs,
Lemma 3.8 states that closure happens when k = 2.
This raises the question of whether it is possible for graphs to have an arbitrarily large closure and if so, if this could
happen for graphs that exhibit the linear structure seen in AT-free graphs. In particular we will now show that arbitrarily
large closure is seen in cocomparability graphs, a family that lies strictly between interval graphs and AT-free graphs.
Theorem 3.9. For any constant c, there is a cocomparability graph with closure at least c.
Proof. Consider the following construction of graph Gc for arbitrary natural number c ≥ 1:
Set G1 to be the P4 onw − x1 − y1 − z.
for i from 2 to c
Form Gi from Gi−1 by adding the vertices xi and yi and edges:{wxi, xiyi, yiz}
if i is even: {xixj, 1 ≤ j < i; xiyi−1; yiyj, 1 ≤ j < i− 1}
if i is odd: {xixj, 1 ≤ j < i− 1; yixi−1; yiyj, 1 ≤ j < i}
See Fig. 4 for graph G5.
We now show that the closure of Gc is c + 1. Note that G1 is an interval graph and thus has closure 2. (In particular,
X1 = X2 = {x, y}.) For G2, we see that any LBFS starting at x1 followed by y1 must end at y2 since x1 ∪ y1 dominates V \ y2.
Thus X1 = {y2, w, z} and X2 = X3 = {x, y} and we see that the closure is 3. (Note that G2 is a permutation graph.)
For arbitrary c > 2, we will exhibit a sequence of c − 1 LBFSs that will show that |Xi| = c + 2 − i for 1 ≤ i ≤ c . Thus
|Xc | = |Xc+1| = 2. The sequence is shown for c odd; for c even, the final LBFS is σc−1 : xc−1, yc−1, . . . , yc .
σ1 : x1, y1, . . . , y2
σ2 : y2, x2, . . . , x3
σ3 : x3, y3, . . . , y4
σ4 : y4, x4, . . . , x5
...
σc−1 : yc−1, xc−1, . . . , xc .
To see that all of these σ are legitimate LBFSs, we note that for 1 ≤ i < c , xi ∪ yi dominates V \ v where v = xi+1 if i is
even and is yi+1 if i is odd. Now, assuming i is odd (a similar result holds for i even),
X1 = {y2, x3, y4, x5, . . . , xc, w, z}
X2 = {x3, y4, x5, . . . , xc, w, z}
X3 = {y4, x5, . . . , xc, w, z}
X4 = {x5, . . . , xc, w, z}
...
Xc−1 = {xc, w, z}
Xc = {w, z}
Xc+1 = {w, z}.
To show thatGc is a cocomparability graphwewill exhibit an ordering of the vertices ofGc that satisfies the condition: for
all a < b < c, ac ∈ EGc implies either ab ∈ EGc or bc ∈ EGc or both. (As observed in [11], this condition characterizes cocom-
parability graphs.) The ordering (which is an LBFS) for c odd is: w, x1, x3, . . . , xc, xc−1, . . . , x4, x2, y1, y3, . . . , yc, yc−1, . . . ,
y4, y2, z. The ordering for c even is:w, x1, x3, . . . , xc−1, xc, xc−2, . . . , x4, x2, y1, y3, . . . , yc−1, yc, yc−2, . . . , y4, x2, z.
To see that these orderings satisfy the condition stated above, we note that it immediately holds for any edge from w,
any edges between x vertices, any edges between y vertices and any edges to z. Our only concern is for edges between an x
vertex and a y vertex. Consider the edge xiyj:
i = j and odd: xi is adjacent to all x vertices to its right except xi−1; yi is adjacent to xi−1 and all y vertices to its left.
i = j and even: xi is adjacent to all x vertices to its right and to yi−1; yi is adjacent to all y vertices to its left, except yi−1.
i = j− 1 or j+ 1 (i must be even): xi is adjacent to all x vertices to its right and yj is adjacent to all y vertices to its left. 
4. Algorithmic issues
We now turn to the complexity status of determining whether a given vertex is an end-vertex. Our first result is a very
simple linear time algorithm to solve this problem for interval graphs. This algorithm involves LBFS+, a well-studied variant
of LBFS presented in Section 2.1.
The algorithm to determine if vertex x in interval graph G is an end-vertex is as follows:
We now show that this algorithm correctly determines whether x is an end-vertex.





Fig. 4. Cocomparability graph Gc (for c = 5) corresponding to the proof of Theorem 3.9.
Algorithm 3: Interval End-vertex
Input : Interval graph G(V , E) and vertex x.
Question: Is x an end-vertex of G?
Let σ be an arbitrary LBFS of G that starts at vertex x;1
Let σ+ with end-vertex z be the LBFS+ with respect to σ ;2
if x = z then return: ‘‘x is an end-vertex’’;3




Fig. 5. Chordal example.
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm Interval End-vertex requires O(n+m) time and correctly determines whether x is an end-vertex.
Proof. As mentioned in Section 2.1, there is an easy linear time implementation of LBFS+.
To establish the correctness of the algorithm, let vertex y be the last vertex of σ , and thus the first vertex of σ+. If x = z,
then clearly x is an end-vertex. Suppose now that x is admissible and simplicial (and thus is an end-vertex by Theorem 2.4)
but x 6= z.
First note that G is not a clique, since otherwise x = z. Now let C be the connected component of Γ +x,z that contains x and
let v be the first vertex of C in σ+. Since x is the first vertex of σ , no M-slice in σ+ can start with x and thus we conclude that
v 6= x. (Note that it is possible that v = y.) From Theorem 2.1, we know that there is a v, x-path P whose internal vertices
are missed by z. Since x is simplicial, we conclude that xz 6∈ E (consider the neighbour of x on P). Now examine σ . Since v
was chosen before z in σ+, we know that z is before v in σ . But now we see that in σ , z 6∈ D(x, v), as shown by path P , but
this contradicts Theorem 2.5. 
Note that Algorithm Interval End-vertex does not work for either AT-free (even permutation) graphs or chordal graphs. For
permutation graphs, consider the graph G2 constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.9 and vertex y2 which is an end-vertex as
shown by any LBFS that starts with x1 followed by y1. But every LBFS starting at y2 ends at w and every LBFS starting at w
ends at z and not y2. For chordal graphs, consider the graph in Fig. 5. Since every LBFS that starts at z must end at x, x is an
end-vertex. But every LBFS starting at x ends at y and every LBFS starting at y ends at z, rather than x.
We now turn our attention to the End-vertex Problem: given graph G and vertex x is there an LBFS that ends at x? First
we examine a related problem, the Start-vertex, End-vertex Problem: given graph G and vertices s and t , is there an LBFS
that starts at s and ends at t?
Theorem 4.2. The Start-vertex, End-vertex Problem is NP-complete.
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Fig. 6. NP-completeness construction for the proof of Theorem 4.2 with variables x1, x2, x3, x4 and clauses (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3), (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4), and (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x4).
Proof. This proof uses a reduction from 3-SAT. Given an instance I of 3-SAT we construct graph G as follows (see Fig. 6 for
an example of the construction):
There is K , the complement of a matching, representing the variables, where each variable corresponds to a non-edge in
K (one end-point of the non-edge stands for the variable, the other one for its negation). For each clause there is one vertex,
and it is adjacent to the three vertices corresponding to the variables or its negation, depending on whether the variable or
its negation is contained in the clause. Furthermore there is a vertex v that is universal to K , a vertex s, which is universal
to K and adjacent to v, and finally a vertex t , adjacent only to v.
To see that there is an LBFS that starts at s and ends at t if and only if I is satisfiable, we first note that every LBFS starting
at s must be followed by a clique K ′ on k2 + 1 vertices, where k = |K |. In particular, K ′ is formed by v and k2 vertices from
K such that no variable and its negation are in K ′. The rest of the LBFS consists of the remaining vertices of K followed by C
(the clause vertices) together with t . For t to be the last vertex, v must be the last vertex in K ′ and every clause vertex must
be adjacent to at least one vertex in K ′.
It is now straightforward to show that there is an LBFS that starts at s and ends at t if and only if I is satisfiable. First
assume that I is satisfiable with satisfying set X . The LBFS is: s, X, v, K \X, C, t . Now assume that there is an LBFS that starts
at s and ends at t . As pointed out above, every vertex in C must be adjacent to at least one vertex in K ′ \ v and it is clear that
K ′ corresponds to a satisfying set for I. 
From this theorem we have the following corollaries:
Corollary 4.3. The End-vertex Problem is NP-complete.
Proof. In the construction of G in Theorem 4.2, we add a P3, a− b− c where c is adjacent to s. Now any LBFS that ends at t
must start at a, b or c. The proof follows as before. 
Corollary 4.4. The Start-vertex, End-vertex Problem and the End-vertex Problem are bothNP-complete forweakly chordal graphs.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the graph constructed in Corollary 4.3 is a weakly chordal graph. 
5. Concluding remarks
This paper has introduced the study of end-vertices, namely vertices that can appear last in an LBFS. Not surprisingly
there are many interesting questions that arise from our work.
We have shown that being simplicial and admissible is a sufficient condition for a vertex to be an end-vertex. Are there
other sufficient conditions for graphs in general, or for restricted families of graphs? These conditions are also necessary for
a vertex to be an end-vertex of an interval graph. Are there other families of graphs, in particular where the complexity of
the End-vertex Problem is unresolved, where there are similar characterizations? Chordal and AT-free graphs are interesting
families for both this question and that of determining the complexity of the End-vertex Problem itself.
Having studied end-vertices for LBFS, it is natural to wonder if there are similar theoretical and algorithmic results for
the end-vertices of other well-known graph searches such as BFS and DFS. Note that an ordering of vertices, σ , could be
produced by an LBFS if and only if for every triple of vertices a<σ b<σ c with ac ∈ E, ab 6∈ E there is a vertex d<σ a such
that db ∈ E, dc 6∈ E [1]. Recently, other searches, including BFS, DFS and LDFS, have been shown to have similar ‘‘4-vertex’’
characterizations [5]. For example an ordering of vertices, σ , could be produced by a BFS if and only if for every triple of
vertices a<σ b<σ c with ac ∈ E, ab 6∈ E there is a vertex d<σ a such that db ∈ E. Can such characterizations be of use in
determining the complexity of the End-vertex Problem for these other searches?
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